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Transcultural Electronic
Negotiations: The Redefinition
of Public Art across Cultures
and Media
The paper will discuss how contemporary artistic engagements through
technological tools in the realm of transcultural public art – particularly when
based on contemporary media technologies – are forms strictly depending
on and intertwined to the genius loci and the cultural context of the place to
which the artworks refers.
Technology – when conceived and used as an aesthetic form of electronic
transcultural negotiation – is not the only defining element of the artwork or
the most important one. An artwork – even if technologically based – when
moved from its original cultural context, is eradicated from and becomes
unrelated to the place of origin. The artwork and its aesthetic are reduced to
a reflection and transformed in the expression of an aesthetic artistic choice
– explicable only within the framework of the chosen technological medium –
that by globalizing the context purges any cultural specificity.
The artworks reproduced and contextualized become engagements and
interactions that are reduced to the level of acultural events and superficial
aesthetic entertainment.
Redefining a cultural concept across multiple public spaces and across
multiple cultures and media is a complex process of translation and redefinition of the audience, the medium, the aesthetic and the artworks itself.
Starting from an exhibition project titled ‘Peddling Art’ that is taking place
in Istanbul, the paper analyzes the relationship between culture and technology – or the absence of both – in the redefinition (as a remediation and
transmediation process) of the artwork and its contexts.
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[…] Culture is not seen as a stable and delimited phenomenon. Rather, it is
understood as emerging, as being in progress and thus continually changing, which has consequences for the perception of identity and self. (Nicole
Schroder, 2005, 201)

A philosophical question to be asked, therefore, is if the role played by electronic media is based on a phenomenological interpretation of technological
innovations which become expressions of social hierarchies and cultural
resistance in a context of liberation versus subordination.
While subordinate peoples do not usually control what emanates from the
dominant culture, they do determine to varying extents what gets absorbed
into their own and what it gets used for. (Mary Louise Pratt, 1991, 36)

Istanbul, as an electronic cityscape, does not provide the public with only an
hierarchical access to technology and media. The public art is a shared process through the sharing of codes and passwords that – having lost their private status as well as function of restriction and control – become a shared
and transmitted knowledge of the locus. If there is space specific knowledge
– for example related to historical events – there is also space specific knowledge of the electronic map of the city with shared open accesses through
private electronic media, no longer protected by private passwords.
The city becomes a set of aesthetic electronic living connections and
possibilities determined by the social networks to which one person does
belong or is excluded from. The electronic access is not in the ownership of
the technology – like in other international cities – but in the personal access
to its proprietors and to a shared willingness to make the private public.
The most significant effect of this process is not the proliferation of ‘alternative histories of the excluded’ producing, as some would have it, a pluralist
anarchy. What my examples show is the changed basis for making international connections […] The great connective narratives of capitalism and
class drive the engines of social reproduction, but do not, in themselves,
provide a foundational frame for those modes of cultural identification and
political affect […] (Homi Bhabha, 2005, 8)

Particularly within contemporary electronic media – which is a terminology
used in order to avoid the usage of new media now felt as old – the issues
of identity are no longer solely defined by a possibility of choice, but by an
active act of engagement with the technology in order to bypass issues of
censorship, controlled engagements and cultural propaganda that within the
contemporary optoelectronic gaze are fundamentally restricting alternative
aesthetic methodologies. The use of electronic media is characterized by
cultural identification, class definition, political affect and social action, determining, particularly within the city of Istanbul, the necessity of being socially
connected in order to be electronically wired and internationally present.

The paper presents the idea of public space and of the artwork as no longer
being that of an identified spatial locus but as an electronic definition of the
possibility of existing and of the ability to reshape the perception of identity and self beyond the controls and institutional hierarchical definitions of
identity. The space for public art becomes not that of social action but that of
multiple personal stories and existences which, wired into the international
connections of contemporary art, drive alternative forms of cultural resistance as well as interpretations and definitions of art.
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